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Note
Send newsletter contributions

F

Program Note

or the upcoming meeting
on January 19th, Melinda
Elmore will be presenting on
writing short stories and novellas. Attendees are encouraged
to bring their favorite
craft book or a helpful
tip to share, and we’ll
do a community-style
workshop—a fun and
informative sharing/discussion time for all!

The workshop will include:

*Plotting for the
Novella-No subplots.
*Less happening in story
*No Subplots
*Tightening

for the March/April issue to
Karen McCoy at info@kbmccoy.com
by February 20th, 2013
E-mail submissions only, please.

HCH is published bi-monthly. All information in HCH is printed in good
faith. No endorsements or warranties
should be taken or are implied as a result
of any information presented herein. All
rights reserved. Submissions will be edited and published at the discretion of the
editor, Karen McCoy, info@kbmccoy.com
RWA chapters are welcome to reprint member bylined articles, provided they give credit
to the authors and submit a copy of the newsletter issue the articles appear in. Other organizations and/or publications must request
prior written permission to reprint.

Members pay just the cost of
lunch; repeat visitors pay $5
plus the cost of lunch. Firsttime visitors attend for free.

About Melinda:

Melinda Elmore is a
published author of
four books where the
American Indian comes
to the center of her
writing and brings forth
a mixture of paranormal, romance, and
mystery. She sincerely
prays readers enjoy the
characters that she brings to life
on each turning page!

Friendly Reminder

Don’t Forget Your Dues!
It’s that time again—time to pay up for
another year of camaraderie, information, and
support you get from membership in NARWA.
Please pay your $24 dues at our January meeting!
Those unable to attend can send dues to Melinda Elmore.

NARWA Treasurer:

Melinda Elmore
317-F N McLane Road
Payson, AZ 85541
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Prez Sez
By Arlene Hittle

B

efore I begin my first
Prez Sez column, let me say
I have a newfound respect for
Anne Marie. For four years,
she delivered a fantastic column
for each issue of High Country
Highlights. That’s twenty-four
columns, all of them inspiring.
More impressive? She usually
had the copy to me well before I
needed it. In fact, the column’s
arrival in my inbox often elicited
an “Oh crap! It’s time to start
working on the newsletter.”
Me, I’m already struggling to
find a topic and this is only my
first one! Bear with me, as I get
more comfortable in this new
role.
Being at the helm of NARWA
is exciting — and scary. When my
time as president is up, I want
to leave NARWA better than I
found it … or at least not drive it
over a cliff.
That’s where you come in.
NARWA as a whole is the sum of
its parts, meaning the group is
what we make it. Each and every one of you has something to
contribute.

Inspired at a conference? Let
us know. We’ll try our darnedest
to get that speaker to come talk to
us. Stumbled on advice you think
everyone could benefit from?
Volunteer to present a miniworkshop, or bring it up at the
meeting.
Speaking of meetings, please
communicate with each other
between formal get-togethers.
We only meet six times a year
(twelve if you count Brainstormers sessions), but we need support almost daily.
That’s one of the reasons we set
up a NARWA Facebook group.
Check in with each other there
whenever you get a chance. Use
it to share tips, post weekly goals
and get encouragement from
other members.
NARWA is your group … your
support network … your tribe.
When one of us succeeds, we all
do.

January’s raffle
basket sponsor is...

Member Releases:
CURRENT OF LOVE

by Sandra Leesmith, was released December 11th Montlake
Publishing. Janelle Edwards is
a sultry singer who’s nursing a
perpetually broken heart. Everett Jamison, III is a handsome
workaholic with no time for love
on his busy agenda. Both have
sworn off relationships and marriage…but on a cozy steamboat
cruise up the Mississippi River,
the two keep crossing paths. They
try hard to ignore the growing attraction, even as family
and friends urge them on. But
when danger threatens the ship,
Janelle and Rett must make a decision: continue running from
their emotions—or let the tides
of passion sweep them away.
A light Southern romance
sweetened with a splash of humor, Current of Love blends
brilliant storytelling with endearing characters to make
even the biggest
skeptics believe
in love again.
Anji Nolan’s
second book,

DESPERATE OBSESSION
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The fantastic prize package will be
revealed at the meeting!

(Romantic Suspense), was released for Kindle by Crimson
Romance on December 3,
2012, and will be in paperback
around March. JAKE FOWLER, a Special Branch detective
at London’s Heathrow Airport
has always loved his best friend
ALEX MACK, a Europa passenger agent. However, before
he can declare himself, she falls
for TAYO VERA CRUZ, a
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charismatic pilot,
who uses his sexual
prowess to ‘persuade’ unsuspecting women into a
web of smuggling
and deceit. Jake
suspects Vera Cruz
is a courier for a terrorist organization, and tries to warn Alex,
but she sees his interference as
jealousy. And as she unknowingly becomes embroiled in Vera
Cruz’s smuggling operation,
Jake discovers she is being set up
to clear a terrorist’s microfilm
into the UK. He has to convince
her of the pilot’s real intentions,
before she is in too deep to get
her out.

2013 Word Count Challenge:
“Passport to Publication”

I

t’s a new year — and you
know what that means: Time
to set your New Year’s Resolutions. Have writing-related goals
in mind? Consider signing up
for the 2013 Word Count Challenge.
This year’s theme, “Passport to
Publication,” lends itself to all
kinds of fun as we work toward
the goal of getting our first — or
latest — book in readers’ hands.
It’s simple: You sign up; you
write; you track your progress
via word count. When you have
a complete manuscript (50,000
words or more) by the end of the
year, you win.

When you sign up, we’ll issue
you a “passport.” Use it to track
your word count, and bring it to
each meeting to get it stamped.
We’ll also track everyone’s progress on a poster. A new wrinkle:
Since the path to publication
includes more than just getting
words down, your “passport” will
include space to track additional
steps, such as editing, querying, submitting a partial/full to
an agent/editor, or delivering a
manuscript to your editor. Cost
to participate is $5. All winners
qualify for a drawing of gift cards
purchased with participation
fees. Complete the extra steps
and be eligible for a special prize.

Member News
Anne Marie Becker

Anne Marie is pleased to announce Carina Press plans to
release the third installment
in the Mindhunters series,
DEADLY BONDS, July 22,
2013. They’re already talking
about releasing the print version
via Harlequin’s DTC program,
like the others in the series. The
holidays were spent in a flurry of
edits for Book 3 and generating
new material for Book 4.

to enter in the 2013 Golden
Heart and getting ready to take
a pass at the holiday novella she
wants to submit to Carina Press’
call for Holiday 2013 submissions. She looks forward to
helping NARWA grow and better serve its membership.

Sandra Leesmith

Karen McCoy

Glynna Kaye Sirpless (who
writes for Harlequin’s Love
Inspired Books as Glynna Kaye)
met an end-of-November
deadline for her next manuscript. Tenatively titled “Pine
Country Promises,” this is her
sixth book and her fifth set in
fictional Canyon Springs, Arizona. Now she’s off and running on the second book of her
three-book contract!

Karen is both nervous and
excited to take over the duties
of editing the newsletter! She
will be drafting the second book
in her series (screaming to get
Arlene Hittle
written), and continuing to
As she takes on the mantle of
NARWA president, Arlene con- query. She also plans to continue participating in contests,
tinues to revise, revise, revise.
She’s feverishly editing the story where she’s learning a ton about
she decided (on a bit of a whim) the craft and process of writing.

Sandra Leesmith is excited to
announce her debut novel with
Montlake Publishing, CURRENT OF LOVE came out in
December. She is very excited
to work with her new publisher.

Glynna Sirpless
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Making Hedwey
By Sherry Isaac
The following article appeared in the
December 2012 issue of romANTICS, the
newsletter of the Toronto Romance Writers,
Susan Haire, editor. It may be reused by
RWA chapters with appropriate credit to
the author and chapter. Permission form is
on file with the editor.

K

eep your eyes peeled, this
is just the beginning.” So
said Jacob Hoggard the day after
his Canadian Idol elimination.
Contests are the most wonderful, awesome, miraculous creation... when we win. When we
don’t, they are rigged, biased,
unfair. Or are they?
I am Writer, and so, I have
entered my share of writing
contests. Sweet when I place, bitter when I tank. And boy, have
I tanked. But I’ve also taken top
prize.
Proof that you can’t have everything.Though mechanics are an
element of scoring, judgements
are, for the most part, opinionbased. Either they like the story
and style, or they don’t. But
there are times when a judge is
just plain wrong. Bad news for a
contestant.
Or is it?
Not all judges are created
equal, yet it is in those differences that contests can give entrants
a realistic vision of how their
work will be viewed. This is good,
because not all readers are created equal, either. And so, I have
tanked, but I have also soared.
Inconsistent? Yes. But I prefer
those ranges to being mediocre.
Some agents don’t get me and
I’m okay with that.

Some judges get me but don’t
know that they get me:
*What’s up with all the cloak
and dagger?* (Homecoming is
paranormal suspense.)
*The main character’s best
friend doesn’t talk to her the
way a best friend should.* (Best
friend is not a good influence
and stepping away from that
relationship is part of the main
character’s arc.)
Clearly, those judges didn’t get
me, and *that’s a good thing!*
Though I had my reasons for
fashioning my story a particular
way, misinterpretations show me
that I may have missed the mark,
and if they didn’t get ‘it’, other
readers may not get ‘it’, either.
In other words, I can keep my
story, but I need to reconsider
how I present the atmosphere,
craft the suspense, divulge the
character arcs.
Some readers get me. Period.
Those who get me tend to love
my writing. I’m good with that,
too. Ka-snort!
I’m not the only one who has
received judgements that set finger to head in an eternal scratch.
A French-Canadian-born writer
I know and love, a writer who
grew up speaking French and
learned English as an adult, was
told that the snippets of French
in her Revolution-set historical romance sounded trite. Her
entry was a finalist in a contest
against stiff competition. The final judge, a well-respected agent
whose word should be taken as
gold, advised the writer not to
use French since she was clearly
not familiar with the language.
The judge’s verdict: The
French-Canadian author’s
translations were taken straight
out of a google search.

If that agent/judge only knew.
Don’t get me wrong. Many
judges, even the ones who don’t
get me, respond with good, even
brilliant feedback, designed to
develop my skill and make my
manuscript better. For that, I am
thankful.
Misinterpretation is one thing,
personal taste another.
But when a contest judge is

Not all judges are
created equal, yet it
is in those differences
that contests can give
entrants a realistic
vision of how their
work will be viewed.
wrong, ‘corrects’ words that were
not mis-spelled then deducts
points, for example, the righteous gene in me jumps up and
shouts, ‘Foul!’ and demands a
re-judge.
But the reading audience does
not work that way, so why should
the contest circuit?
Here’s the thing about contests: One winner. One victory
dance.
Check out the new releases in
your local book store. More than
one book on the shelf.
You don’t have to place in the
top spot, or even final, to achieve
publication. Heck, you don’t
even have to write a good book to
get published, but that is fodder
for another post, a post I don’t
have the wherewithal to write.
We would like all judges to be
created equal. We would like our
scores and feedback to be consistent and reliable. But here’s the
thing: Judges, like readers, are
human.
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And that is why contests, with
their inconsistencies, misinterpretations, and biases based
on personal taste, are, in fact, a
brilliant representation of the
reactions we may hope to garner
from agents, editors, and the
reading public.
So there you have it. I’ve
placed, I’ve earned top honour,
and I’ve tanked, but I’ve also received validation: I belong in this
industry. I know how to write,
and I write rather well.
Carry a tune?
Not so much. In fact, when the
children were young, Momma
Bear’s singing, or rather, the
threat of a ditty delivered by
Momma Bear, was enough to
correct any and all unwanted
behaviour. The threat of a verse
was enough to make teenage boys
unroll sweaty socks and put them
in the hamper, a chorus enough
to make bickering sisters compromise.
I consider my singing (dis)ability a gift.
Others are gifted with the ability to tickle a tune up and down
the scale and across the universe.
Talented as they are, they fail in a
contest.
Jacob Hoggard, singer, songwriter, front man of the rock
band, *Hedley*, is mega-talented. A stand-out in the second
season of Canadian Idol, Jacob
walked away third.
Not to take anything away from
taker of the top prize, Kalan
Porter, or second prize, Thersa
Sokyrka, but it is *Hedley*
Canadian drivers hear on their
car radios, *Hedley* who have
achieved international fame,
*Hedley* who consistently tops
the charts.
*Hedley*, and that fellow in

third place, Jacob Hoggard.
*Hedley* is Canada’s answer
to *Daughtry*, and front man
Chris Daughtry, who placed
fourth in American Idol’s fifth
season.
Type Jacob Hoggard’s Idol audition into Youtube’s search bar.
Knock-out voice, but not every
judge was sold, and that golden
ticket to Toronto nearly slipped
from Jacob’s hands.
Judges say yes, judges say no,
viewers cast votes, only one contestant wins. Jacob may not have
won a national singing contest,
but he clearly stood out in 2004,
and as front man, representing an amazing group of musicians, his bandmates, *Hedley*,
he stands ever taller. Together,
unique, authentic and awesome
*Hedley* has enjoyed number
one hits and recently released
their fourth album, *Storms*.
Why?
Because *fans* get *Hedley*.
This writer, for one, will take
all the feedback she can get, but
in the end, I will write for the
ones who get me.
—
Raised by Nancy Drew & Miss Marple,
Sherry Isaac weaves love, life and forgiveness into tales that transcend all things,
including the grave.

Book Club
I LOVE THE EARL
by Caroline Linden
The NARWA Book Club was
born as board members — specifically Anne Marie and Arlene
— lamented how their book clubs
never read books that appealed
to them.
We get it. We’re all busy trying to care for ourselves and our
families while writing the next
bestseller. That leaves us precious
little time to read. Who wants
to waste it on weighty tomes that
take forever to slog through?
A book club that focuses on romance is more our style.
January will be our third
“meeting” of the book club. It
meets by way of an informal discussion over lunch.
This month, we’ll talk about
the RITA Award-winning novella “I Love the Earl” by Caroline
Linden. A novella seemed like
the perfect fit for a busy holiday season, but it turns out the
timing couldn’t be much
better, since our morning
workshop will cover writing short.
Feel free to bring suggestions for March’s title.
The only requirement is
that the book must fit in
some genre of romance.
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personal appearances, etc. Ev-

wasn’t willing, for example, to

This might seem like busywork—another time-suck. But
how can you really look at all
your commitments if you don’t
have a way of really looking at
everything in one place? My list
gets reviewed and updated at the
beginning and end of every day.
Anything that doesn’t get finished gets bumped to the next
day.

things to send out. I streamlined my daily blog by spending
a few hours on Saturday writing
posts for the entire week, then
turn them over to a virtual assistant (i.e., “friend willing to
work cheap”) to post them for
me and dig up the artwork. I do
a monthly series of columns on
new book releases for the website
of one of my publishers, and it is
a massive undertaking but good
exposure. So I have that same
assistant pulling together all the
raw material each month. Then
I can spend two or three hours
editing and assembling it in the
right format. Finally, I decided
to use the fabulous Bewitching
Book Tours to set up my online
tours for new releases, which has
been a huge time-saver.
Money’s a factor in outsourcing, and you have to weigh what
it would cost you to outsource
against what it might gain you in
time. But it’s tax-deductible.

Time Management for erything gets assigned a deadline, take on a partner for my daily
Whacked-Out Writers even if it’s one I set myself.
book blog. But I did find a few
By: Suzanne Johnson
The following article first appeared in the
October 2012 Magic Moments newsletter for the Southern Magic (Birmingham,
AL). Permission is granted to reuse with
proper credit to the author.

I

’m not sure exactly when
it happened. This time last
year, I was sitting around and
twiddling my thumbs, working
on my little book blog, waiting
for my first novel to be released.
Everything was under control.
Until it wasn’t.
I looked up six months ago and
realized I had a crazy amount
of stuff on my plate: an urban
fantasy series being published
this year, a paranormal romance
series coming out this year, a
blog that had gone daily, a pile of
freelance commitments, bookpromotions…oh yeah, and a
full-time day job and a family.
I realized when I broke out in
stress-induced hives, something
had to give.
I came up with five ways to better manage my time so I could do
frivolous things like sleep.

2. Decide What to Let Go

Assuming my novels are my
first priority, what things on my
list took the most time but had
the least payoff in terms of either

Every author
has to work
out a system
advancing my name, improving
my writing, or making money?
What were the things most
likely to throw my schedule off?
I ended up leaving some group
blogs and stepping away from a
freelance copyediting job I really
loved but that had a very unpredictable workload. I knew eventually, it would cause a trainwreck with my own deadlines.
The other thing I’ve let slide is
housekeeping, but, hey, anything
for the cause.

4. Streamline

I mentioned earlier that I do
all my blog posts ahead of time
and outsource the actual formatting and posting. During the
week, I just respond to com1. Make a Master List.
ments. I recycle my columns for
Once I committed to writing a
the publisher site into four blog
second series, I had to sit down
posts a month for my own blog.
and take a hard look at my workMy reading time has become
load. The first step was making
limited so instead of reviewing
a list of everything I had to do,
3. Outsource What You Can
books, I do a mix of reviews and
organized by date. Not just the
Afford.
author Q&As, which take much
huge things like “deadline to
The next time-management
less time. Another thing I did
turn in XYZ book to editor,” but step for me was seeing what on
with social media was join a few
also the blogs I’d agreed to write, my master list I could outsource. “Tribes” on Triberr. It’s inmy own blogs, the columns I
At first, there wasn’t a lot because creased my blog traffic quite a bit
write for my publisher’s website, I’m such a control freak that I
and reduces the amount of time
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Save the Date

I spend on Twitter, although
it has to be used judiciously to
avoid coming across as a spammer.

5. Maximize Your Writing Time

Notice how in this whole post
I haven’t mentioned real writing? Every author has to work
out a system. My day job runs
from 7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. I
take a couple of hours off and
then work from 8-11 p.m. every weeknight on book writing, revising, or proofing. On
Sunday, I usually put in about a
ten-hour writing day. Unless I’m
on deadline, I take Saturdays off.
That routine is religion. I rarely
vary from it.
To maximize those three
hours, I use onlinestopwatch.
com to write in thirty-minute
spurts. Until that timer goes
off, I can’t reread. I can’t check
email. I’m also a plotter—
“pantsing” is a luxury I don’t
have time for, since it usually
means more revisions.
I still feel overwhelmed when
multiple deadlines pile up at
the same time, but at least I have
a system in place to manage it.
What tricks can you share for
managing your writing time?
—
Suzanne Johnson writes the Sentinels
of New Orleans urban fantasy series that
began in April with Royal Street (Tor
Books) and continues in November with
River Road. Her Penton Legacy paranormal romance series writing as Susannah
Sandlin kicked off in June with Redemption
(Montlake) and continues with Absolution.

NARWA
•
•

11 a.m. - 2 p.m. Saturday, Jan. 19 — Regular meeting featuring Melinda Elmore. See the program note on Page 1 for
more info. Prescott Country Club, Dewey.
11 a.m. Saturday, Feb. 16 — Brainstormers meeting at the
Camp Verde Denny’s.

Around Arizona
A sampling of events from the
Arizona Authors Association Calendar
www.azauthors.com
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

9:30a.m.-1:30p.m. Saturday, Jan 5 – Regular Meeting, Winter Writers Circle. Cholla Library, Phoenix.
5:30p.m.-8:30p.m. Tuesday, Jan 8 – Regular Meeting,
Valley of the Sun Romance Writers. Iron Works Restaurant,
Glendale.
9:00a.m.-12:00p.m. Friday, Jan 11 – Regular Meeting,
Fountain Hills Christian Writers. Fountain View Village,
Fountain Hills.
6:30p.m.-8:30p.m. Wednesday, Jan 16 – Regular Meeting,
Desert Sleuth Mystery Writers. Grimaldi’s, Scottsdale.
5:30p.m.-8:30p.m. Tuesday, Jan 29 – Regular Meeting,
Desert Rose Romance Writers. Monti’s La Casa Vieja, Tempe.
Friday, Feb 8- Saturday, Feb 10 – Glendale Chocolate Affaire
– Free Workshops and Book Signing. Glendale Civic Center,
Glendale.
12:00p.m.-2:00p.m. Saturday, Feb 16 – Regular Meeting,
Phoenix Writers Club (PWC). Bluewater Grill, Phoenix.
9:30a.m.-1:30p.m. Saturday, Feb 23 – Regular Meeting,
Saguaro Romance Writers. El Parador Tropical Restaurant,
Tucson.
1:00p.m.-3:00p.m. Saturday, Feb 23 – Regular Meeting,
Christian Writers of the West (CWOW). Beautiful Savior Lutheran Church, Tempe.
5:30p.m.-8:30p.m. Tuesday, Feb 26 – Regular Meeting,
Desert Rose Romance Writers. Monti’s La Casa Vieja, Tempe.
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mind. If you don't have a clear
goal then you'll run into roadBy DeAnn Sicard
block after roadblock as you
move forward.
This article will first be used in the May
2) Use your network of friends
issue of MRW Impressions, newsletter for
the Midwest Romance Writers. Permission to develop positive enforceis granted to reprint with acknowledgment ments. Cut stress down by allowing those around you to offer
to author and chapter. Thanks!
support and encouragement
when you need it most.
3) Expect those roadblocks.
ave you ever just sat
down and wondered why? Plan for them, by breaking your
goals down into workable task
Why your dream, your career
you can eliminate the largest of
or your plans aren't going anywhere? Why you seem to floun- the hurdles you'll face in achieving your goals.
der around, with your writing,
4) Start--it's time to put your
or in other parts of your life?
procrastination tendencies to
Maybe what you're lacking is
rest. Any thoughts that are counlittle perseverance. Here we'll
focus using perseverance to reach terproductive to your goals need
to be squelched before they can
the level of success you've always
take hold and draw you back into
dreamed of.
habits that curtail you from sucI'll list a few steps to help you
ceeding.
to persevere, the driving force
a. Don't dwell on the past
behind your enthusiasm to sucb. Don't let small annoyances
ceed, but first I want to bring
develop
into out-of-control isyour attention to the one elesues
ment that is necessary to persec. Stop worrying about what
vering though the difficult times.
Compassion is the foundation others may think. You can't conyou need to keep in mind as you trol them and shouldn't worry
move forward. If you don't have about their opinions. They are
going to have them no matter
compassion for those around
what you do. So go ahead and do
you and more importantly for
what you think is best in order to
yourself, then how can you
persevere through the bad times achieve your dreams.
5) Make note of your victories.
or even the good times, for that
Give yourself credit for every step
matter? You need to be able to
forward you take. They are your
endure and to forgive mistakes
rewards for persevering after all.
and rejections. Be sympathetic,
Perseverance is a process. You
and charitable. Remember:
systematically move forward
kindness goes a long way when
through the obstacles set in your
you are working toward a goal
and find yourself stumbling over path, whether they are self-inflected or from outside sources.
the potholes in your path.
Take satisfaction in knowing that
you're not giving up, that your
Some steps to help you persevere:
dreams are achievable, and you
have a plan of action to make
1) Have a firm picture of what
them come true.
you want implanted in your

Time to Persevere

H

http://awritersguidetowords.com
—
As one of DeAnn's critique partners and
good friends, I cannot stress enough how
much I admire her tenacity. Years ago, a
romance writer triggered DeAnn's desire
to better herself, to educate herself, and to
write. She offers the tools that helped her
overcome a debilitating problem--illiteracy
until she was a young mother!--with hopes
that others might benefit. Her positive
outlook and perseverance are what brought
her from a young woman who couldn't
read to a Golden Heart finalist a few years
later. Bobbie (Sunny) Cole ~ the adventure
has begun ~ http://safariofthewriterssoul.
blogspot.com
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Evelyn
Seranne
January. 10

Anne Marie
Becker
January 11

Editor’s Note
By Karen McCoy

A

s I take on the mantle of
newsletter editor, I’m reminded of two quotes that came
across my desk recently.
“Inspiration may be a form of
superconsciousness, or perhaps
of subconsciousness—I wouldn’t
know. But I am sure it is the
antithesis of self-consciousness.”
- Aaron Copland
“It’s not who you are that holds
you back, it’s who you think
you’re not.” - Dennis Waitley
Because the first thought that
popped into my head when I
said, “Sure, I’ll be editor,” was,
‘What? Really? Can
I actually do that?’
Because, like many
of us, my inner critic
is large, and mean,
and scary…and I let
her dictate what happens in my head all
too often.
For example, I’m
reluctant to admit
that I don’t write
category romance.
(Gasps, I hear?)
I write Young Adult, with romance elements thrown in.
While I still might consider writing romance once day, YA is (at
least for the moment) my foremost passion.
But the reason I joined NARWA, in addition for an opportunity to connect with other writers, is because romance writers
inspire my creativity the most.
Because all of you are some of
the most fearless writers out
there.

It’s true. Think about it—writing love scenes? The whole idea
terrifies me—not only is it harder
than it looks, but you have to really let go of your inner censor to
do it. Have I written a love scene
yet? No way! I’ve done two kissing scenes in my YA novels, and
I bit my nails down to the nub
writing both.
I’ve seen romance writers endure slurries of criticism—and
come back even stronger for
it. They continue to put their
work out into the world, bravely,
writing what they love, and not
apologizing for it. I’d
kill for that kind of
moxie.
I know what you’re
probably thinking—
that’s not me—I’m
terrified! And that’s
okay too! Because this
profession is all about
going out, doing, and
following our passions, regardless of
what happens. And
being part of an organization like this helps us band
together in doing so.
I hope I can fill the shoes of
editor appropriately, and neatly.
Regardless, I look forward to
growing and learning lots in this
upcoming year, and hearing
more from all of you as we take
this journey together.

TBR Pile
Anne Marie:

THE SAINT
by Monica McCarty

Karen:

THE PERKS OF BEING
A WALLFLOWER
by Stephen Chbosky

Arlene:

PLEASANT LAKE P.D.
by Kelly Fitzpatrick
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